Get Insight into your Cerner
Charging Process with Softek’s
Charge Capture Controls
®
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Softek Brings Visibility
to your Cerner® Revenue Cycle

Charge Capture
Cerner’s charging
process is very complex,
making it difficult to
know where missed
charges are occurring
within your system.
Softek’s Charge Capture
controls monitor the
charging process realtime, finding missed
charges stemming from
orders, forms, supplies,
physician notes and
other charging processes
within Cerner®.

Softek has a tremendous knowledge of
Cerner®. Softek is extremely responsive,
and they go above and beyond what
other vendors normally do. Softek
delivers on what they say they are
going to deliver. Softek continues to
treat us as customers, support us, and
answer our questions. We have had a
great partnership. Softek is probably
one of the best vendors I have ever
worked with in all my years working
in healthcare.
- Manager

Let’s set up a demo of our Charge Capture Suite:
lindsey.ater@softekinc.com
913.981.5255
Learn more at:
softekinc.com/charge-capture

Softek's Charge Capture Suite

Physician
Documentation

Form
Integrity

Gives insight into instances
where hospitals' provider
documentation does not match
a corresponding charge broken
down by facility or physician.

Audits clients’ charge activity
and provides insight into
form-based charging. Clients
can review form activity over
the last day, week and month.

Formulary
Compliance
Alerts hospital administrators
of key issues in the system,
such as missing or incorrect
HCPCS codes or QCFs.

Order
Integrity

Supply
Charging

Charge
Reconciliation

Charge
Reports

Compares patient
orders & corresponding
charges along the
entire transaction
process.

Monitors all surgical
case activity and
pinpoints which
encounters and items
may be missing charges.

Allows users to define
search and filter criteria
that brings back only the
charges the user is
interested in reconciling.

Reports include: Batch
Charge Entry fails,
Absorbed Charges,
Suspended Charge
reports and many more.

Learn more at:
softekinc.com/charge-capture

